
Sibling  Rivalry Therapy Worksheet:Version 2

Give time & Proper attention to your both Children:
First step starts from parents, as parents you need to start giving adequate and enough quality
time to each child and ask them what is bothering them about the younger/ elder sibling. If
your child is younger he/she may not be able to communicate their feelings exactly. That is
why you a parent's needs to spend more time to find out the cause behind their behaviour.

Don’t be aggressive:
Try to understand your children. There is literally nothing that parents don't know about
their child. Give yourself time and be patient. Punishments will only reinforce this debatable
behaviour. They won’t learn anything from this. The more rules and punishments are
routinely enforced by parents, the more children know what to expect.

Interrupt and engage in any conflict:
Parents who do not resolve every disagreement allow their children to develop bargaining
abilities. Caregivers who use this method will remain out of the fight unless it escalates to
name-calling or aggression. If a fight escalates into a physical altercation, parents should
consider separating their children. Children can benefit from designated time apart in order to
learn how to relax. Later, when the kids are calmer, they can reassemble to discuss their
needs.

Celebrate the individuality of each of your children:
Every child is different and beautiful. Celebrate their achievements and congratulate them.
Simple things are important to build self esteem of your child.

Don’t compare:
One thing you would always do is to never compare and draw different comparisons like he
is better than you or she is better than you. Respect each child and their potential;.

Set your Family Rules and everyone has to follow them-give no exceptions:
Establishing family norms in your home is one approach to handle sibling rivalry between
your children.

Always remember love is the only medicine when it comes to your children and
if that doesn’t work increase the dosage.
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